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ABSTRACT
An immersible bag (10) for exhaustable substances, with a bag containing the substance, which bag has a closed bag opening on the bag head (16), and with a bendable strip (12) folded along a transversely extending fold line, the strip having two legs continuously connected at the fold line, which legs are fastened on the bag and which legs receive therebetween the bag head adjacent the fold line, whereby the inner surface of the strip (which inner surface faces the bag) is formed at least at the fastening places by a thermoplastic synthetic material which is welded at the fastening places on the bag. The strip and the bag are spot welded at least at a spot or point-shaped fastening spot (38) on both outer sides of the bag, in the manner that the synthetic material is fused at the fastening spots with the porous material of the bag. One of said legs (20) having means (26) to secure the bag on the spout of a tea or brewing pot.
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